[DATE]

Ambassador Michael Froman  
United States Trade Representative  
600 17th Street, N.W.  
Washington, DC 20508

Dear Ambassador Froman:

I have the honor to confirm the following understanding reached between representatives of the Government of Chile (Chile) and the Government of the United States of America reached in during the negotiations of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement:

1) Chile and the United States shall work together to finalize, by no later than six months from the date of this letter, Chile’s recognition of the compartment as approved by APHIS for salmonid eggs in the state of Washington. By no later than eight months from the date of this letter, Chile and the United States shall establish a protocol allowing the importation into Chile of salmonid eggs from this compartment.

2) After Chile and the United States approve the protocol, Chile shall conduct a verification visit of the compartment without undue delay. If the verification visit verifies the compartment’s compliance with Chilean regulations, Chile shall approve the importation into Chile of salmonid eggs from the compartment without undue delay.

3) Chile and the United States shall intensify their work on a protocol that will allow Chile to assess the possibility of permitting the importation into Chile of salmonid eggs from any approved compartment from U.S. state of Maine, with a view to agreeing on such a protocol within eighteen months of the date of this letter.

I have the honor to propose that this letter and your letter in reply confirming that your Government shares this understanding shall constitute an agreement between our two Governments, which shall enter into force on the date of your letter in reply.

Sincerely,

Andres Rebolledo  
Vice Minister for Trade
[DATE]

The Honorable Andres Rebolledo
Vice Minister for Trade
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Santiago, Chile

Dear Minister Rebolledo:

I am pleased to acknowledge your letter of [insert date], which reads as follows:

I have the honor to confirm the following understanding reached between representatives of the Government of Chile (Chile) and the Government of the United States of America reached in during the negotiations of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement:

1) Chile and the United States shall work together to finalize, by no later than six months from the date of this letter, Chile’s recognition of the compartment as approved by APHIS for salmonid eggs in the state of Washington. By no later than eight months from the date of this letter, Chile and the United States shall establish a protocol allowing the importation into Chile of salmonid eggs from this compartment.

2) After Chile and the United States approve the protocol, Chile shall conduct a verification visit of the compartment without undue delay. If the verification visit verifies the compartment’s compliance with Chilean regulations, Chile shall approve the importation into Chile of salmonid eggs from the compartment without undue delay.

3) Chile and the United States shall intensify their work on a protocol that will allow Chile to assess the possibility of permitting the importation into Chile of salmonid eggs from any approved compartment from U.S. state of Maine, with a view to agreeing on such a protocol within eighteen months of the date of this letter.

I have the honor to propose that this letter and your letter in reply confirming that your Government shares this understanding shall constitute an agreement between our two Governments, which shall enter into force on the date of your letter in reply.

I have the honor to confirm that my Government shares this understanding, and that this letter and your reply shall constitute an agreement between our two Governments, which shall enter into force on this date.

Sincerely,

Ambassador Michael B. G. Froman
United States Trade Representative